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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: April 22, 2018
“Grey Area”

8 attendees

• Respect guidelines (available here)

• Introductions
 Names and pronouns were shared; 
 icebreaker question: what superpower would you want?

Content warnings: 

• this discussion got into a lot of sexual harassment and social-level gendered sexual violence topics and 
social expectations around saying “no” (people of various genders were present but all attendees were 
people who directly experienced misogyny, which informed the conversation)

• there's was also a lengthy discussion about masturbation

Suggested topics:

• changing ace identity

• what's the line between strong friendship and ace dating/romantic relationship?

◦ Potential to form close relationships of what kind?

Changing ace experiences:

• feeling ace, not wanting to be with anyone sexually (ever)

◦ things changing a bit after becoming involved in a romantic relationship with another ace person and 
becoming more into the idea of sex with this one specific person

▪ new experience with a “traditional” (lesbian) dating relationship (i.e., a romantic partnership)

◦ but still both ace... or is this still ace? (attached to the label)

◦ demisexual as a descriptor: not feeling any sexual attraction generally but in the contexts of established
intimate relationship, might develop sexual attraction for that person

▪ reading of definitions for demisexual (and demiromantic) and grey asexual and grey sexual (and 
greyromantic)

• diversity of feelings about sex among aces: most are indifferent or some degree of repulsed but some are 
actively into having sex sometimes (for reasons that might or might not be about sexual attraction-- e.g., 
sexual desire generally but no sexual attraction, etc.)

◦ there's also the grey zone-- maybe some sexual attraction sometimes, or some sexual desire or other 
reasons why people might identify as grey

▪ greys and demis are somewhat more likely to be into having sex sometimes (but still very diverse)

◦ there are many reasons why people are ace-- reasons about little or no sexual attraction, sexual desire,
interest in having sex, interest in having sexual relationships, etc. 

▪ there isn't a single “essence” of aceness

▪ aceness isn't about not having sex except when it's about not having sex (which is not uncommon 
but certainly not the only thing)

• Does it matter what labels are being used if people are on the same page in their relationships?

◦ Is it an issue of labelling (self) or communicating with others?

Note: ambiguity of the word “girlfriend” particularly among women from the baby boom generation or older

• straight women talk about their women friends as “girlfriends” or refer to other women's female friends as 
girlfiends (or a girlfriend)

◦ “girl” is young, for adult women-- an aspect of infantilisation that doesn't apply to men

• men don't talk about their men friends as “boyfriends” (“the guys” or “bros”)

• some discussion of normative expectations about intimacy between straight women vs. straight men

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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The feeling of wanting to be read as “ace” first, even when in a dating relationship

• wanting people to see the ace part of two aces lesbians

◦ perceptions & meaning of people holding hands

▪ sometimes romantic, sometimes very much not

▪ women holding hands in the shopping mall (e.g., out of habit for usually holding husbands hand 
and reaching for friend's hand instead and friend being okay with this and walking around like that)

◦ different cultural contexts for different meanings for holding hands

• wanting people to see the ace part of people's experiences generally when this isn't usually visible

Dan Savage's column in NOW Magazine (“Savage Love”)

• seems to be much more accepting and knowledgeable about ace stuff than used to be

• recently had a question by someone who was asexual about an asexual friend who was into sleeping 
around: can that person still be asexual?

◦ Response was against policing of people's identities

• generally, there are certainly some asexuals who have lots of sex and/or want to have lots of sex who are 
still asexual-- usually doing it for reasons other than sexual attraction, but there are many reasons...

◦ someone can still be asexual and have a sex drive and want to act on it-- aces are diverse

Experience of seeing a poster about demisexuality at York U (probably from York U's A.C.E.S. Club) and learning 
about grey and demi experiences, and learning more about self!

Wanting personal / intimate connection(s) in life that are not necessarily sexual

• partner vs. best friend-- different kinds of things

• discussion of best friend vs. QPP-- not wanting to move in with a best friend (though others might)

• companionship is more broad term (old-fashioned term-- suggested when discussing this with a parent)

Queerplatonic / quirkyplatonic relationships

• common definition in arospec space: “more than friendship but less than romance”

• debunking misconceptions-- that definition is infected with amatonormativity and completely removed from 
the context where “queerplatonic” was first coined, as a rejection of the prioritising of romance over 
friendship

• QP terminology came out of ace community (mostly but not exclusively aroace parts) before a not-
specifically-ace arospec community existed

◦ taking up the term and using it in an agenda of aro assimilationsism (not everyone is okay with that!)

◦ the whole idea that different kinds of relationships can all be casual, close, intimate, “partner-status”

▪ casual or more close friendships; casual or more close QP relationships; casual or more close 
romantic relationships, etc.

People not understanding what it means that people are ace

Idea of being repulsed by seeing people kissing in movies (but not necessarily grossed-out by sex)

• romance-repulsed

◦ people can be romance-repulsed and not sex-repulsed

• kissing seems more intimate than sex, so more of an invasion to watch it

◦ ideas about “romance” and what this means

◦ SNL skit about romantic gift-- the charm bracelet where you can get your partner a new charm at every 
romantic gift-giving occasion so you can be “romantic” without ever having to think about your partner 
at all!

The idea of wanting a “partner-status” relationship without wanting romance / romantic relationship

• term “partner status” can be useful
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◦ don't really have the language to cue people into what you're talking about enough for them to “get it” 
(especially people you might want to be exploring the potential for these relationships with)

• maybe find companionship in a community of people

◦ that has drawbacks too (those communities don't necessarily exist and it's not the structure of society)

◦ issues of navigating society without a partner (e.g., in the context of preparing for death or insurance 
things)

▪ who to put down as power of attorney for medical situations if you're unconscious? (e.g., who 
makes medical decisions if you're unable to?) Or who to name as beneficiary of insurance?

▪ who will take care of you if you need help when you're elderly, especially if you have no children?

• Broader question that should be a larger social issue

• nieces, nephews, siblings, etc. if they exist

• discussion of not wanting to “live in the future”

In terms of being single or ace, anywhere on the ace spectrum (among those who aren't into having sex)

• other people not understanding not having sex

• facing expectations of cis women being in their 30s where they're “supposed” to be in their “sexual peak” 
(and still not wanting to have sex) 

The idea of having a crush on someone where it would not be appropriate to act on it

• and realising that it's not actually sexual contact but emotional intimacy that is being wanted (even if it's not 
going to be pursued with this particular person)

Kissing seems romantic vs. not necessarily intimate or committed

• the idea of “true intimacy is emotional intimacy” which lets people feel more comfortable with the physical 
stuff, equivalence between romance and emotional intimacy

• the idea that you can have very intimate relationship that are not romantic (and also not sexual, or that are 
sexual), and also that it's possible to have romantic (or sexual) relationships that are not at all intimate

• in media depictions, intimacy is achieved through sex

◦ not having any personal connection to that narrative / experience

Idea of labels...

• if you could only have 1 label, “queer” works best for some people

• not feeling like being able to claim “queer”

Exploring the world of match-makers (to find non-sexual, not necessarily romantic companionship)

• ok cupid

◦ seeing people you know or who know you there

▪ awkward, pretending you're not running into the profiles of people you know and not wanting 
people you know to run into your profile

• The idea of seeking a platonic partner

◦ there can be degrees of significance in any kind of relationship

• issue of the kinds of life-sharing partnerships being very hetero-coded

◦ getting in the way of finding or building the kinds of relationships people want

the idea of things feeling differently with a partner vs. a friend-- having different feelings for a partner vs. a friend

• but also, not just one set of feelings and feelings might or might not be different between someone who is a
friend and someone who is a partner (or might depend on the specific relationship not the category)

◦ “partner” implies some aspect of functioning as a unit (regardless of the kinds of feelings)

Facing up to how the idea of how your life was going to go might be very different from how it's actually going
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• in terms of the idea of your life you had before coming to an ace identity and getting used to the idea that 
maybe you won't have a partner like you always assumed

• in terms of the idea of the life you had after coming to an ace identity and seeing yourself being single in 
your future and then actually having a partner 

idea of polyamory is getting a lot more attention in the media lately

• funny video “this is polyamory” that some people have seen [note-taker hasn't seen and can't locate it]

• polyamory as defined by having more than one emotionally committed relationship at a time that are not 
necessarily romantic or sexual but which can be

◦ other definitions

▪ often, polyamory is focused on romantic and/or sexual connections where other kinds of 
connections (e.g., friendship are assumed to be non-monogamous”

▪ definition of polyamory as a deliberate rejection of monogamy, whether or not someone is actually 
having more than one emotionally committed relationship

• different approaches-- solo polyamory, egalitarian polyamory,

• often infected with amatonormativity (and compulsory sexuality) and sometimes critiqued for 
those things

◦ some approaches like Relationship Anarchy are supposed to be different, and originally 
based in anarchism, but now basically appropriated by egalitarian polyamory instead

▪ sometimes the worst for enforcing amatonormativity without acknowledging it

◦ polyamory vs. open relationships where there's a primary relationship and people are open to also 
having casual relationships that are sexual and/or romantic

navigating being grey/demi in monogamous vs. poly relationships

experience having attended a poly speed-dating event with Polyamory Toronto Meetup

• very odd experience

• expected to find more openness to non-normative kinds of relationships including non-sexual and non-
romantic relationships, but actually finding this was very much not the case

◦ mostly just people/couples looking for a 3rd to join them for sexual play

• people invalidating the idea that someone can not want sex

◦ asking inappropriate questions, such as how often someone masturbates (in response to coming out 
as asexual in a poly speed-dating context)

• very hetero-coded

◦ “unicorn hunting” i.e., when a het couple (one man, one woman, regarldess of their sexual orientations)
are looking for a bi/pan woman to join them in a 3-some

▪ very common

◦ the less common “dragon hunting” i.e., when a couple is looking for a 3rd who is a man

The idea of thinking polyamory is for you but also struggling with the pragmatics of getting needs met

Contemplating labels of romantic and aromantic—questioning whether you might be on the aromantic spectrum or 
in the grey area 

the idea of drunk (lesbian) friends suggesting that a woman who is a virgin is by default a “gold-star lesbian”

• rejecting that idea! (especially if she's not actually a lesbian)

• noting that “gold-star lesbian” is not a positive thing and it's not a common thing to be talked about 
seriously

topic of mental health & asexuality 

• being depressed and being told low sex drive or lack of interest in sex is a side-effect
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• can you still be ace (and know for sure) if you're depressed?

◦ Yes! And many aces experience depression or other things

▪ asexuality isn't usually a symptom of something like depression

▪ but there are some aces who come to an ace identity because of changes due to depression or 
other mental health issues, and that's valid too

• experiences with therapists being invalidating

• looking for therapists who won't be invalidating

◦ exploring the Toronto Sexuality Clinic as a possibility (but focused on sexuality...)

▪ Morag Yule's project (who has done studies about asexuality with Lori Brotto)

experiences of people (in this case cis women) taking hormonal birth control for health reasons

• health practitioners trying to use that to invalidate life-long feelings (I.e.. saying being on the pill can 
decrease sex drive and arguing that currently taking birth control pill explains life-long non-interest in sex)

◦ because doctors apparently believe in time-travel!

With may experiences around asexuality: it's not as simple as cause / effect

Discussion of barriers to accessing healthcare as a “person of size”

• fatphobia, sizeism and weight-based medical abuse

Captain Awkward (advice blog)

• someone writing in about having a sex drive that is medically decreased as a side effect, and then being off
the medication and having it return and then giving up an ace identity

The idea of seeking professional help or peer support to deal with some kinds of things

Experience of coming out as gay over a very long period of time

• experiencing same-gender attraction as a child but didn't really come to understand that until later and 
didn't really come out until 20s

• being inspired to come out by older out queer women

• inappropriate questions and statements people (men especially) throw at you when you're a woman and 
you come out as lesbian or bi

◦ “what do you do without a penis?” (cis-centric, lesbian-erasing questions!)

▪ Note: mention of a study finding cis lesbians on average have more orgasms than het couples

◦ assuming sexual violence as the only “cause” for being  a lesbian

▪ the problem with needing a “cause” to “explain” why someone is a lesbian in the first place 
(especially when there's no need to explain being heterosexual)

▪ some lesbians do come to be lesbians because of sexual violence

• sexual violence doesn't “cause” someone to be a lesbian, unless it does (and lesbianism is 
valid either way!)

• and lesbians are also often a target of sexual violence

Does “coming out” work for ace folks?

• How to come out as ace?

• Aces in Pride Parade help people understand so that people can come out

◦ participate with a hat and sunscreen!

Being demisexual vs asexual

• experience of seeking to have intimacy with some kind of casual or established partner and wanting 
physical intimacy (not necessarily sexual intimacy)

• what is enjoyable or meaningful for the people involved?
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Misogyny is a bit part of how fat-phobia plays out

Negotiating massage (by a professional masseuse) as a bigger woman and feelings around that, as a way to have 
a more positive relationship with body

Different kinds of touch that people enjoy:

• The idea of one-way touch, or only wanting one-way touch or self-initiated touch

◦ self-initiated hand-holding (but not into hand-holding when someone else initiates it)

• cuddling and snuggling

• having hair petted or brushed (like a cat!)

• many kinds of touch can be fully clothed and non-sexual

◦ some of them normatively occur n the context of sex but don't have to

• raw emotional intimacy verbally while also making physical contact

• shoulder massage (especially when there's shoulder pain from a heavy purse)

• tummy rubs (like a dog!)

• cooking for someone or having someone cook for you

◦ if dogs could cook, they'd be the perfect partner!

Different physical boundaries with different people and different feelings about it

• some things people are comfortable with, only in the context of a certain level of intimacy

• other boundaries are more lax-- comfortable doing certain things with all women acquaintances

• experiences of physicality while growing up

◦ physical family context

◦ drama, theatre context

The issue of women (and people who are read as women) being friendly to men and this being taken as an excuse 
to get in someone's space physically or to sexually pressure someone

• issues of male privilege and misguided sense of entitlement to women's bodies

◦ in response, as a form of self-defense, setting very clear-cut distant boundaries and message of “back 
off”

▪ avoiding all kinds of physical contact with men, especially straight men, unless they are already a 
close friend or family member as a form of projection (which shouldn't be necessary because 
sexual access should never be assumed, but as a way of navigating a reality where it often is)

▪ wish for explicit verbal consent were more common, especially wishing that men would engage in it
all around to make things easier to navigate

• issue of being a “naive” or trusting person

◦ very open to making friends (especially beginning university context)

▪ being friendly (and talking about things like video games) and someone else (much older) getting 
very sexual very quickly from otherwise casual conversation and not stopping when being asked to 
stop

▪ this person should have asked first and should definitely have stopped when asked the first time!

• People shouldn't have to ask someone to stop more than once

• issue of having difficulty telling someone “no” or to back off, and feeling guilty doing that

◦ social expectations that tell women they're being “bad” or “mean” somehow by telling men who are 
harassing them to stop harassing them or for blocking them on social media

▪ mandate to be “nice” and how this affects women and promotes violations of consent

◦ wanting to say “I'm asexual” to get someone to stop

◦ experiences of men who won't stop unless you make up an imaginary boyfriend

▪ won't stop harassing lesbians when they come out as lesbians 
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◦ shouldn't be necessary to come out as anything in order to justify asking someone to stop harassing!

▪ Single, straight women shouldn't have to be harassed either

▪ Nobody should be doing the harassing in the first place... but issues of entitlement to access 
women's bodies except when they “belong” to someone else (usually another man)

Issue of sexual harassment starting after a period of hanging out for a while (completely non-sexually)

• someone claiming to be a boyfriend even when there's been nothing of that, and demanding to know where
someone is going or why they don't want to spend time with him

• accusations of “leading someone on” by being friendly

Because of past bad experiences with straight men who started out seeming fine-- no red flags until the 
harassment started

• avoiding or being very cautious around all straight men (and possibly bi men too)

• no way to know who is a predator and who isn't ahead of time, so can't trust anyone

• women shouldn't have to avoid men (or straight men) because some men are predators!

◦ Note that lesbians and bi women are attracted to other women all the time and still regularly manage to
be around women in public places like subways and even changing rooms without harassing people

◦ issues of male privilege and misogyny in the context of a rape culture promote social context where it's 
very common for some men to harass women and for many women to regularly experience 
harassment from men

◦ explanations around that are usually left up to women to explain and make men feel better about the 
strategies they use to keep themselves safe

Emotional labour and care-taking labour more generally is feminine-coded and therefore devalued, but still 
expected of women

• often expected of marginalised people to do a lot of emotional work to educate people who do not share 
that experience of marginailsation (i.e., who usually occupy positions of relative privilege along those 
dimensions)

• repeated attempts to participate in OK Cupid

◦ wanting to not have to do all the work of explaining asexuality to people who don't or won't understand

◦ people often feel entitled to being educated and don't often respond well if people refuse to do that 
educational work for them, or if they tell them things they don't want to know

• many social expectations and the weight of socialisation that prevents people from leaving situations that 
might be or are starting to be unsafe

◦ it feels “rude” (and people are often judged as “rude” or “over-reacting” by others)

◦ very gendered expectations and impact

Suggestions to alternatives...

• maybe flirt with women in a non-predatory way and in situations where people can decline or leave easily if 
they want to

◦ important to see women as people!

◦ women often see other women as people

◦ very often men treat women as objects, sexual objects or “mother figure” source of emotional labour

Gendered expectations around who is supposed to perform (and benefit from) emotional labour

• discussion of sexism & misogyny

◦ examples of men strangers sitting very close and initiating conversations in public places with women 
who can't say no & victim-blaming

▪ conditioned to feel guility or actively socially punished for leaving or saying no

• discussion of particular ideals of what a “good woman” is supposed to be
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◦ serve everyone, be selfless, work outside the home and within it, follow and fall into certain standards 
for body size, shape and appearance, ignore own intuition, be selfless, and be happy about it

▪ standards play out in particular ways for race and class 

Idea of society encouraging women to go to self-defense classes to be able to “fight off rapists” but not encouraging
or mandating that boys and men (and everyone else too!) learn to respect boundaries and consent

• “stranger attack” doesn't match up with situations were people are actually most likey to be assaulted

◦ usually someone you know and trust—an acquaintance, friend, partner, etc.

▪ probably not someone you would feel comfortable using self-defense skills on anyway and 
someone whom you would face a lot of social sanctions if you did...

◦ lots of victim-blaming around sexual violence

▪ tips of things to avoid (e.g., wearing a short skirt = “asking for it”; don't walk alone at night)... don't 
actually protect anyone and instead blame people for other people's actions of assaulting them

• more about controlling women's movement and justifying attacks on women who aren't 
“righteous” enough (though many double-standards and expectations around race and class)

◦ are women really regarded as people?

▪ Rape culture and misogyny don't treat women as people

▪ normative heterosexual also doesn't treat women as people

• even the issue of a man asking the father for his daughter's hand in marriage

◦ transfer of property from father to husband

◦ though no longer a literal transfer of ownership, ideal still romanticised

Different ways people are treated in the workplace, based on whether they match up to gendered standards

• ways people are treated based on body size, whether or not they wear any make-up (or “too much”), 
whether they wear heals, etc.

◦ women who conform to “professional feminine” expectations (make-up, heals) and are relatively thing 
advance more in career

▪ very small window of acceptability for women's bodies in the workplace, depending on the 
workplace

◦ not a coincidence

Sex is in other countries people have experienced (not the US)

• focus on consent, relationships

◦ not just about “tab A goes into slot B”

◦ basic human dignity needs to be taught and socially mandated

• undoing sexism, racism, heterosexism, etc. is a huge problem to attack

Being grey & demi: being in a situation of being single vs. being in a relationship that does not include physical 
intimacy?

• Discussion masturbation as sexual activity or not specifically sexual-- solo or as part of partnered 
physical/sexual intimacy

What role does masturbation play in your life as a grey or demi person?

• Discussion of conversation with employee at Good For Her (woman-focused sex shop in Toronto)

◦ very informative

• masturbation and desire to masturbate connected to sex drive for many people

◦ feels very personal

Masturbation not necessarily self-pleasurable

• masturbating and having and orgasm but it didn't really do anything (meh?)
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• having endometriosis (which is an often very painful condition where the endometrium-- which is supposed 
to grow lining the uterus-- grows outside the uterus)

◦ being told by healthcare professionals that orgasms reduce pain and to go have orgasms (as though 
that would make everything fine)

▪ “there aren't enough orgasms in the world...”

masturbation not necessarily a big part of self-experience

• many ways to masturbate

• into using toys or electric toothbrush vs not being into that

• going through a long period of time not masturbating (because just not in the headspace or because of 
medications that decrease sex drive, etc.)

• masturbating more when in a different headspace of not dating anyone and not being into casual sex 

• masturbating as part of a routine of sexual stimulation

◦ feels a bit like brushing teeth, like a chore but note quite so boring

▪ “so that was nice and now I can sleep”

• enjoyment of reading erotica (but not necessarily having anything to do with masturbation or own body)

◦ enjoying reading and writing erotica

▪ started writing erotica because there wasn't much good lesbian erotica to be found (as a woman 
into other women)

• masturbation for reasons other than being “horny in the body”

◦ focusing more on the mental parts, fantasy and the body stuff is more pragmatic

◦ being really into sexual fantasies vs. fantasies of very unfocused, vague idea of a person

• masturbation like an “itch” to scratch

◦ double standard of what society thinks about cis men vs. cis women's masturbation

Masturbation not so much of a sexual related but instead helps feel better emotionally or improves self-esteem

• can show that one's still a sexual being while non-partnered

• in the context of body image and body issues

• vs. others who feel like they don't have a sexual being or aren't a sexual being

Other people talk about engaging in a positive way with bodies via giving self facials at home

Many things can fluctuate or change over time, including hormones

• sometimes people can have changing experiences because of changing hormones

Friends describing physically missing or craving sex (while being single for a while)

• that idea feeling completely foreign

◦ can still be supportive of friends going through that experience while not really understanding it

People often want more physical intimacy

• it seems to be a high priority for some people

◦ seems to be a higher priority for most people than for (most?) folks in the room

Assumptions medically made about bodies with uteruses

• that they are made for pregnancy and that people who have them will eventually want to be preganant

◦ despite pain, can't have uterus removed until age 40 or 45 because being in 30s and not having or 
wanting children is apparently “not old enough to know”

▪ other options for children, if people do later change their minds!

• Family diversity!

• Lesbian lizards: desert grassland whiptail lizard-- all female; female-female courting promotes reproduction!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desert_grassland_whiptail_lizard

